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A VIEW FROM THE PATTERN
It’s July, and warm weather is hopefully here.
Hopefully by September, we can start having
programming again. We have held online board
meetings, but even that has been challenging.

It was a relatively easy and enjoyable flight. But I
had a mission. Upon arrival I got to meet my granddaughter for the first time - the best Father’s Day
present I could get.

Some of us attended a FAA zoom meeting on June
24 where the topic was runway safety. We learned
on the call that the FAA did not convey that
runways should be closed because of hotspots.
OK we knew that before, but this was the first time
we were informed by the FAA in a public forum.
The FAA representative said that airport decisions
should be a collaborative effort between the
owners, management AND users. Good to know
because in the past we were informed otherwise
by some non-FAA officials.

It looks like we are headed in Illinois to a “new safe
normal” where we can once again enjoy each
other’s company, attend events and go out and
support local establishments. Restaurants opened
up on June 26 for limited seating. Baseball
announced a 60 day schedule. People are flying
more. But people are tense, and I hope that the
tension will diminish as we inch toward more
normalcy. Again, just be safe, not only in your
flying, but in your daily lives. We are a community
and family. Hopefully CEPA and the world will be
able to get back to a “normal” existence soon.

The Cirrus Owners board of directors that I serve
as Treasurer, was supposed to meet for a mid year
meeting in Dallas. As Texas Covid numbers have
been spiking, it looks like that meeting will be
cancelled. This pandemic has hit all organizations
including CEPA. As you may be aware we have
cancelled our summer picnic, but work is still going
on with sorting through scholarship applications for
the awards that would normally be presented at the
picnic. We had 19 qualified applicants. Your
board is evaluating all of the applications to
determine a fair outcome. We have a moral
responsibility to not let these young people down.
The work is tedious, but I would like to thank our
VP Michael Baraz, for putting together a system to
streamline the process.
In June, I realized first hand what GA flying is
about. My granddaughter was born the end of
March, and due to COVID, we were reluctant to
travel. After taking another COVID test (negative
again) we felt safe to go visit and meet her. So on
Fathers Day weekend, I convinced my non-flying
wife that it was safer to visit by my flying myself to
St. Louis rather than travelling commercial. We
departed PWK via the Jorjo5 departure, then
transitioned to the BUDD3 arrival to the Cardinal
VOR by Lambert, was given a heading to intercept
the 26L ILS localizer at Spirit of St. Louis.

Remember, CEPA fights for the rights of piston and
other GA pilots at CEA. If you are not a member,
please consider becoming a member as we need a
united front.
Blue skies and tailwinds,

Arthur

Arthur and Eleanore
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2020 0FFICERS, DIRECTORS, COMMITTEE CHAIRS
PRESIDENT

Arthur Gunn

847-962-9311

Arthur@gunncpa.com

VICE PRESIDENT

Michael Baraz

630-781-8890

Michael@baraz.us

SECRETARY

Warren Bruhl

847-867-2919

dc4kids@aol.com

TREASURER

Rob Mark
Madeleine Monaco

312-419-9100

lkream@kreamlaw.com
Jason Simpson

BOARD MEETING

7-6

7:00pm ATLANTIC/or virtual

JOINT IMC CLUB

7-22

6:30pm RAMADA PLAZA
IMC/PWK/UGN
Marc Epner Moderator

SAFETY MEETING

7-22 7:30pm RAMADA PLAZA
Marc Epner Presenter

HANGAR PICNIC

8-12

CANCELLED :-(

IMC CLUB

8-26

6:30pm RAMADA PLAZA

SAFETY MEETING

8-26

BOARD MEETING

9-14

7:00pm ATLANTIC

IMC CLUB

9-23

6:30pm SIGNATURE HGR 19
Rob Mark, Moderator

BOARD MEETING

10-5

7:00pm ATLANTIC

847-431-1847

99mjm@sbcglobal.net
Larry Kream

BOARD MEETING—ATLANTIC AVIATION CONF ROOM
SAFETY PROGRAMS - RAMADA PLAZA
IMC—ALTERNATES SFS HGR 19/RAMADA PLAZA

847-644-1575

rmark@commavia.com

DIRECTORS

C.E.P.A. EVENT SCHEDULE 2020

773-842-5088

jwsimpson971@gmail.com
S Guru Prasad

847-421-3462

Air_n2847j@yahoo.com

7:30pm RAMADA PLAZA
ARCHIE AWARD
ATC C90/ORD RMADA 1 ARRIVAL

VACANT

AIRPORT SUPPORT NETWORK REP
Rogers Faden

847-312-8805

Rogers.faden@gmail.com

SCHOLARSHIP S

Jason Simpson

773-842-5088

jwsimpson971@gmail.com

BYLAWS/LEGAL

Larry Kream

312-419-9100

lkream@kreamlaw.com

MEMBERSHIP

VACANT

SAFETY/PROGRAMS Michael Baraz
A.V. MGR
Jason Simpson
PUBLIC RELATIONS Warren Bruhl

630-781-8890
773-842-5088
847-867-2919

dc4kids@aol.com

WEBMASTER

Michael Baraz
Madeleine Monaco

10-28

SAFETY MEETING

10-28 7:30pm RAMADA PLAZA
AOPA ANDY MILLER/KYLE LEWIS

BOARD MEETING

11-2

Rusty Stevens

847-431-1847

BOARD MEETING

12-7

7:00pm ATLANTIC

HOLIDAY DINNER

12-9

6:00pm CHEVY CHASE C.C.

OUR PUBLIC GATHERINGS WILL BE
DEPENDENT ON THE LIFTING OF
RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED BY THE
GOVERNMENT DUE TO COVID-19

Welcome New Members
Jay Trivedi

847-910-2789

Skip Barchfeld

847-962-9311

Kevin Olson

cd987rusty@aol.com

FACEBOOK PAGE

Arthur Gunn
Arthur@gunncpa.com

7:00pm ATLANTIC

ANNUAL/ELECTION 11-18 7:00pm SIGNATURE HGR 19
STATE OF THE AIRPORT ADDRESS

99mjm@sbcglobal.net

NEWSLETTER ADS

6;30pm RAMADA PLAZA

630-781-8890

papa@pwkpilots.org

NEWSLETTER MGR

IMC CLUB

Happy to have you with us!!

Chicago Executive Pilots’ Association Newsletter is published monthly This organization was formed in 1986 as a forum for the users of Chicago
Executive Airport (formerly Palwaukee) and as a conduit for information from the users to the governing body and from the governing body to the
users. Our mission is to promote the safety of operations and continued development of Chicago Executive Airport in a fraternal environment with
the pilots, users and community. Membership is open to users of Chicago Executive Airport who support the goals and objectives as stated in the
bylaws. Dues are $40.00 annually and include newsletter.
Letters to the Editor, feedback, concerns or questions and any articles submitted must be received by the 20th of the month. Submissions will be
printed on a space available basis and may be edited for style, length and appropriate content. Send text as a Microsoft Word file attached to an
email to editor@pwkpilots.org. Please make prior arrangement with the editor for any files not electronically transmitted,
CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER 1009 S WOLF ROAD STE 106

WHEELING, IL 60090-6408
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JULY 22nd RAMADA PLAZA HOTEL 1090 S MILWAUKEE AVE WHEELING, IL
This meeting is scheduled for a large room to allow for adequate social distancing We may
also make accommodations for those who wish to attend virtually. Watch our CEPA website
for details. www.pwkpilots.org
IMC CLUB – OUR JOINT MEETING WITH THE WAUKEGAN IMC CLUB MEMBERS- 6:30PM
Time permitting, Marc will present two scenarios for discussion. The first was a mid-summer trip between
Chicago and Kansas City. The weather at the destination was the main consideration when the go/no go decision was made. Things became very interesting very fast, when lower clouds were experienced before getting out of Chicago. Having the XM weather inop was to be a minor inconvenience but wasn't so minor when
the onboard iPad with ADS-B weather overheated and shut down. And that's not the end of it. It should
make for an interesting discussion.
So will the second scenario, which deals with a quick breakfast flight to KBMI and back. There was a significant WX shift resulting in an uncomfortable encounter with ice on the return trip to KPWK. The pictures will
make you shudder.

SAFETY MEETING 7:30PM
For the second act, Marc will lead a discussion on the Go / No Go Decision. It's the one decision that all pilots face on every flight. Some think of it as a weather decision made prior to flight. In Marc's own unique
way, he'll lead us on a journey to understand that it's about much more than weather, and the decision is
made several times throughout each flight. Marc's goal is to expand your thinking about this all important decision, and help you feel confident making a Go decision, getting more utility out of your flying, while building
your skills.

Marc is a 2,000 hour instrument rated pilot, who
earned his initial pilot rating in 1976. After a 25
year hiatus, He rekindled his love of aviation in
2004, became a part owner of a SR-22, helped to
start a flying club (www.leadingedgeflyingclub.com),
and co-hosts SimpleFlight Radio, a podcast now in
its 8th season (www.simpleflight.net). Marc shares
his passion and advocacy for general aviation
through presentations, writing and flying.
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NASA ASRS

CALLBACK 485 - June 2020, The COVID-19 Confrontation

In the world of aviation, “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,” almost overnight. The COVID-19
virus has challenged and continues to change the face of aviation across the globe. As problems surface and
solutions take shape, issues seem to contort daily. Today’s most volatile concerns may soon become irrelevant. What is current today may be different tomorrow, and temporary policies or procedures may quickly become obsolete. The most current information and latest developments in the U.S. aviation response to
COVID-19 may be found on the FAA website.
Many COVID-19 induced changes are predictable. Contamination and disinfecting problems, scarcity of supplies, the lack of relevant procedures, and other difficulties posed by social distancing appear obvious. Not so
evident are complications rooted in the obvious but discovered only as one problem begets another. They
can also present as unanticipated side-effects of operating equipment in an unfamiliar manner as the result
of an individual or industry response to combat the virus.
As air traffic is severely curtailed, ASRS reporting has declined as well, although not to the same extent.
ASRS has received COVID-19 reports over the past several months, identifying both obvious and less conspicuous problems encountered by aviation professionals. We expect more in coming months and well into
the future, and we invite the reader to explore additional COVID-19 related incidents as they become available in the ASRS Database Online.
This month, CALLBACK presents a few COVID-19 reports for rumination that may not fall clearly into the obvious category. Now, in early stages of restoring economies, as aviation evolves and guidance, procedures,
and regulations adapt, we ponder what changes will come next, which ones will linger, and how well aviation
will fare.
Letting Your Guard Down
This air carrier Captain discusses a simple, but significant incident and the seductive threat that contributed
to the event. Empty skies and airplanes induced by COVID-19 were factors.
■ I am submitting this report to address two things: (1) My crew accepting a takeoff clearance when ATC
called us by the wrong callsign, and (2) A general lack of alertness that I am seeing on the line as a result
of these extremely irregular times.
We were number 1 at the hold short [line].… We were the only aircraft out there. Nobody else was in line
or even within 300 yards of the runway. ATC issued a takeoff clearance for the runway, and the callsign
was very similar to ours. My First Officer (FO) accepted the clearance (reading back the correct callsign),
and off we went. In retrospect, I believe that ATC referred to us as Company XXX (not YXX). This became
clear to me when he said it again and corrected himself while switching us to Departure. There was no
doubt in my mind that the clearance was intended for us, because we were the only ones there.… I still
should have clarified it. The takeoff was uneventful.
I believe that a factor in this event is the fact that all of us are becoming a little too complacent with [few]
people on each flight and virtually no other traffic around us. Every flight is starting to feel like that delayed
2 a.m. departure, where the usual tension of flying aircraft tends to go away with direct clearances that,
[otherwise], never happen and communications that are a bit too relaxed. We are letting our guard down
at a time when we can ill afford it.
I should have stopped and asked the Controller to clarify. Even though I was 100 percent sure that the
clearance was intended for us, I let my guard down. Verify that clearance was for Company YXX. He
says, “Oops, sorry.” We read it back, and off we go. If we weren’t the only ones there, or the field was
more complicated or congested, that could have bitten us. As a group we need to rededicate ourselves to
being careful and methodical in our flying. Our airline and our industry are already hanging on by a thread.
I can’t imagine a worse time to add an accident to the mix. Nothing changes just because the aircraft or
the airport or the sky is virtually empty. We need to do things the right way - the professional way. Anything less leaves our Company and our futures to chance.
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MEMBER DISCOUNT PROGRAM
SHOW YOUR CEPA MEMBER CARD

PWK BASED CEPA MEMBERS DISCOUNTS
SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT
-at hangar or tie down $.65 off the posted rate for top off
-on their ramp same rate but with no handling fee

WILD GOOSE CHASERS
at CHICAGO EXECUTIVE AIRPORT
We have heard her voice on the frequency, we have
seen the results of her work, but now we can put a
face and a name to that voice.

ATLANTIC AVIATION
-on their ramp $ 5.50
HAWTHORNE GLOBAL
-at hangar or tie down $ .70 off retail
ALL 3 FBOS OFFER MEMBERS & THEIR GUESTS
FREE RAMP SPACE WITH ADVANCE NOTICE
Allgauers on the Riverfront: 847-664-7999
10% discount on food purchases
2855 Milwaukee Ave, Northbrook, IL 60062
Coffeessions Coffee Shop/Wine Bar
ruffoperez@coffeessions.com 10 % Discount
820 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, IL 60090
Crowne Plaza Northbrook: 847-298-2525
10% discount on food
Standard room $109 +tax (inc internet & breakfast).
2875 Milwaukee Ave,
Northbrook, IL 60062

Meet Bree and Vanessa, at work chasing the birds
away, with protective eye wear in place. The glasses
keep Bree’s eyes safe when she runs into the deeper
grasses near the creek. The sunglasses on Vanessa
are just for sun.

·D’Agostino’s in Wheeling: 847-808-8200
10% discount on food purchases
241 S Milwaukee Ave, Wheeling, IL 60090
Dundee Hot Dogs in Wheeling 847-777-1911
20% off any purchase
849 W Dundee Rd, Wheeling IL 60090
Elly’s of Glenview 847-635-9500
10% discount on food purchases
1624 Milwaukee Ave, Glenview, IL 60025
Future Automotive Warehouse: 847-419-9014
70 East Hintz Road, Wheeling, IL 60090
5% off aviation oil & most parts purchases
Johnny’s Kitchen and Tap 847-699-9999
10% discount on food purchases
1740 Milwaukee Ave, Glenview, IL 60025
Players Pub & Grill
847-693-7323
15% discount on purchases
1250 S River Road, Prospect Heights, IL 60070
·State Farm Agent Ernesto Ramirez: 847-279-7711
401 S Milwaukee Ave, Wheeling, IL 60090
$10 gift card for getting a quote
Tap House Grill (in the Ramada) 847-215-1210
10% Discount or Free App with Entrée
1090 S Milwaukee Ave, Prospect Heights, IL

Rogers Faden giving a treat to Bree (with Vanessa’s
permission of course.
If you see the white Toyota, or Bree and Vanessa,
stop and get to know these girls.
Lots of staff to keep us safe at KPWK, including
Vanessa Williams and Bree from Wild Goose Chase.
Learn more at www.wildgoosechasers.com
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Maybe you already know this – but maybe not!
CEPA advocates for the pilots/users of our airport, and attends most meetings held.
Here is the posted schedule for 2020

Meeting Schedule - GA Users KPWK
January 13, 2020
April 13, 2020
July 13, 2020
October 19, 2020

Mondays at 9:30 a.m. preceding the Chicago Executive Airport Regular Board Meetings
Current social distancing procedures allow you to attend virtually.
Contact the office at 847-537-2580 to get the information to join.
Our members frequently attend the GA users meetings at KPWK and this April 13 meeting was no
exception. Although there was a reasonable response to pilot questions and some reporting on projects
in process, there were only 3 pilot/users present. We invite you to join us in representing the users of our
airport.
Here is a brief synopsis of the April 13th meeting content.
Jamie, Jennifer 2 other GA pilots, and I Rogers Faden – AOPA ASN Rep for KPWK were in attendance.
Topics included:
- AIP Projects
Only lighting updates have been approved by state.
Environmental study for 6/24 has been submitted but not yet approved.
- EMAS repair
Contract has been awarded to a NJ firm. They are having difficulties with travel and work will be done as
soon as they can schedule. There will be two overnight 16/34 closures.
- Noise Program
About 150 applications have been received. Less than expected.
10 homes will be done in a pilot program and then approximately 40/year.
Delays due to paperwork with FAA.
- Airport operations are down 40-50%.
April will be first full month. Waiting on tower reports.
- Hangar 5/6
CEA is taking over operation 5/1.
Hawthorne will provide plane movement service.
All tenants are encouraged to stay.
Rents are on a sq ft basis and will generally be lower than previous charges. Hawthorne will be paid separately by Tennant based on use. All office space will be charged rent.
I asked about 6/24. Jamie said status quo for time being. He doesn’t expect to have funding approved any
time soon.
Report submitted by Rogers Faden
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CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS
FLY MARKET
Classified Ads
FREE TO MEMBERS
WHAT’S UP DOC? ASK THE AME
Dr. Sydney Schneidman is a Senior Aviation
Medical Examiner with HIMS certification. He has
a Cardinal at PWK and has been a CEPA member
for several years. He’s active with CAP, practices
Emergency Medicine, and Aviation Medicine. He
is willing to answer any questions from members
about FAA medical certification, alcohol issues, or
anti-depressants, a difficult group of medications
to deal with for the FAA. Email him with questions
or concerns at sschneidman@gmail.com .
Disclaimer: Although Dr. Schneidman is a long time CEPA member and
supporter, he is offering these services independently of CEPA, and not
as a CEPA AME.

NEED A PARTNER? SELLING YOUR PLANE?
BUYING A PLANE? LOOKING FOR A HANGAR?
Members can advertise (non business) HERE

CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS
FLY MARKET
Classified Ads
Looking for a pilot partner to share ownership in a Cessna 182 to be based at KPWK.
IFR capable, good condition, will consider
leasing it back.

Contact text/cell
Dr Farhat 786-208-5911

NEED A PARTNER? SELLING YOUR PLANE?
BUYING A PLANE? LOOKING FOR A HANGAR?
Members can advertise (non business) HERE

1005 S WOLF ROAD SUITE 106
WHEELING IL 60090-6408
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

JOIN US ON JULY 22
FOR A SOCIALLY DISTANCED
IMC CLUB PRESENTATION

RAMADA PLAZA 6:30 PM
FOLLOWED BY A SAFETY PRESENTATION
MARC EPNER AT THE PODIUM FOR BOTH
(may also be done as a virtual presentationcheck our website for detail later this month)
www.pwkpilots.org

